ou've done the preparation. It's time for the main event. The infection prevention and control practitioner moves towards the starting point, hands glistening with alcohol gel, sleeves rolled above the elbow, ring off and name badge on.
Contrary to advice, the carefully controlled diet to optimise your performance probably included a quick sandwich grabbed from the leftovers of a meeting or study day. (Hopefully you weren't tempted by the bowl of crisps, as we all know who touches them!) The qualification process was no doubt gruelling, with the obligatory research methods essay and a review of laundry processes. The selection was onerous although as the only applicant you did wonder if the psychometric testing was really necessary. The physical examination was cursory but the opportunity to examine the sharps injury reporting system in occupational health was invaluable.
The required stamina has been developed attending numerous tortuous meetings, particularly when you also have to type up the minutes. Your skills include the ability to spot an unlaminated poster or empty soap dispenser at 20 metres. Your knowledge has been honed on guidelines, Cochrane reviews, policies, audits, Google searches and lectures from sales reps which you attend because they have biscuits, pens and post-it notes. Your physical strength has peaked as you regularly drag (sorry 'move') the tables together for training sessions. Your agility is excellent as you frequently climb over training devices to fill the photocopier, onto the window sill to fix the blinds and under the desk to find where the USB fits. Your speed is breathtaking, particularly on Friday afternoons when you thought someone else was collating the contact tracing list.
Psychologically you are in the zone and unperturbed by the outbreaks of hand hygiene and shouts of 'Oh no what have we done now?' that occur in your wake. This is the moment you have prepared for. Not forgetting to warm up, you stretch your mouse cord and untangle the telephone charger. You quickly check the email box and answer the urgent query about 'what do they do when they haven't got a side room'.
As you enter the starting blocks you reflect on the many motivational talks you have received before the event. But all you can remember is the entry code for the staff toilets. Your determination and never say 'an MRSA is unavoidable' attitude has led you to this moment. Repeated sessions teaching hand hygiene to people who forget how to do it ten minutes later has not dented your enthusiasm for the task ahead. Others may have fallen but you are going to succeed. For one moment you visualise yourself held shoulder high at the IPS conference but reality bitesor was it something else?
Although the guilt you feel about citing Ayliffe in your dissertation when you didn't actually read the article still echoes in your conscience you begin the event. The staple gun fires into the staff induction hand out and bursting with energy you are off. You tackle the first hurdle, yes you have no desk so get over it. You move on to the induction phase, which is all a blur and you never see anyone you met there ever again.
Next, the team meeting. You are eagerly greeted by everyone and are allocated everything from collecting the tea money to running the liaison As you raise your head the track ahead is clearer, you know the route and you have a strategy. The team has briefed you on the barriers ahead and you take several breaths to make sure the FFP3 mask is still working as you now feel dizzy. You fit in a rapid commode audit whilst castigating a nearby nurse for using a full sharps bin. You now have a rhythm and feel comfortable with the pace.
The next hurdle looms -it's three clinicians asking 'where is the evidence?' In two strides you topple them with a bound copy of the preprepared literature review and NICE guidelines with a wipeable cover. Stopping only to deal with the resultant spillage you surge forward invigorated by the progress you have made.
As you deftly hand the latest laboratory results to an unsuspecting registrar you swerve and narrowly avoid a uniform policy review group. Leaping over an errant floor buffer you make a mental note to get the tops of the fire alarms cleaned.
Then it's the water test and as you flush the shower while checking for limescale, you realise you did it the wrong way round but you make up time by replenishing the disposable hand towel holder nearby.
The finishing line is in view and only the lack of hand hygiene facilities and the disposal of a stained mattress are between you and the finishing line. But, as you take the final bend whilst carefully checking the side rail for dust, instead of a final sprint you begin to falter, it isn't the end, you are back at the beginning, you've got to do it all again tomorrow… Infection prevention and control isn't a race, a game or a sport. It may seem like a competition sometimes as targets, performance monitoring and league tables increase the pressures to perform. The irony of successful infection prevention and control is that if you succeed people do not get infections, there are no outbreaks and probably few will notice what you have done. Unfortunately this state of perfection is unlikely and each day the efforts to reduce the risks of infection continue. You won't be awarded a medal, you won't make the record books, but you will make a difference.
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